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Introduction

![Diagram of IoT system with sensors, actuators, and physical space]

**Physical Space**

**Sensors**
- Measure physical channels

**Actuators**
- Influence physical channels

**IoT Apps**
- Automate

**Triggers**
- If this then that
- Trigger-Action Rules

**IoTSeer Overview**

IoTSeer builds the joint physical behavior of IoT apps in hybrid automata and validates a set of security policies to discover physical interaction vulnerabilities.

**Motivation**

When an actuation command is invoked, it influences a set of physical channels measured by sensors. The command then interacts with apps subscribed to those sensor events, invoking other commands. An adversary can exploit such physical interactions to indirectly control devices and cause unsafe states.

\[ \text{App}_a \quad \text{Heater-on} \quad \text{Temperature} \quad \text{Temp} > 80 \, ^\circ\text{F} \quad \text{App}_b \quad \text{Window-open} \]

Optimization-guided Falsification

1. Sample apps’ activation times.
2. Execute the CPeM and record actuator and sensor traces.
3. Compute a robustness value that quantifies how close an MTL formula is to a policy violation and sample another input with the objective of minimizing the robustness.
4. Terminate when the policy is violated, or a user-defined max number of iterations is met.

Evaluation Results

To evaluate IoTSeer, we deployed 6 sensors and 14 actuators in a real smart home. We installed 39 apps from popular IoT platforms.

IoTSeer identified 16 unique policy violations among different interacting apps, and we confirmed in the real home that all are true positives.

Conclusions

We introduce IoTSeer, which identifies undesired states due to physical IoT app interactions by
- Translating sensor events and actuator commands of each app into a physical execution model (PeM) and unify PeMs to express composite physical execution of apps (CPeM).
- Collect device traces to define CPeM’s execution parameters to maximize its fidelity.
- Validate if IoT apps conform to physical channel policies through falsification.
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